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BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION OF UTAH

In the Matter of the Utah Administrative
Code R746-360 Universal Public
Telecommunications Service Support Fund

)
)
)
)
)

Docket No. 17-R360-01
REPLY COMMENTS OF
COMCAST PHONE OF UTAH, LLC

Comcast Phone of Utah, LLC (“Comcast”) hereby submits these reply comments in
response to the Commission’s Notice of Rulemaking in the above-referenced matter, which
invited reply comments by August 2, 2017.
I.

INTRODUCTION
The Commission should retain the current revenue-based contribution methodology and

fund the Utah Universal Public Telecommunications Service Support Fund (“UUSF”) through
surcharges based on a provider’s revenue.1 If providers are required to collect the UUSF
surcharge based upon access lines or connections, then the Commission should provide specific
rules to ensure that every provider counts access lines and connections for their end-user
business and residential customers in the same way and collects the surcharge in the same way.
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See Comments of Comcast Phone of Utah, LLC, April 26, 2017; Reply Comments of Comcast Phone of
Utah, LLC, May 11, 2017.

This will help ensure that the UUSF contribution system is nondiscriminatory and competitively
neutral, as mandated by the statute.2 Finally, Comcast supports the Commission’s decision to
allow more time to review comments, develop the record, and consider changes to Utah
Administrative Code R746-360-4 (the “Proposed Rule”).
II.

THE COMMISSION SHOULD PROVIDE CLEAR RULES FOR COUNTING
ACCESS LINES FOR MULTILINE SERVICES AND APPLYING SURCHARGES
The Commission should establish clear rules for determining how providers count the

number of access lines when calculating the total monthly UUSF surcharges for multiline
services in order to avoid situations in which providers count access lines and apply UUSF
surcharges differently. Given the number of different technologies currently being used by
consumers for voice services, requiring providers to follow clear rules for counting access lines
will help ensure that the UUSF contribution system is competitively neutral as statutorily
mandated. Having clear rules for counting access lines will also result in more predictable
assessments and produce records that can be easily audited, if necessary.
An “access line” as defined at Utah Code Subsection 54-8b-2(1), means “a circuitswitched connection, or the functional equivalent of a circuit-switched connection, from an enduser to the public switched network.”3 A “connection” as defined at Utah Code Subsection 548b-15(1)(c), means “an authorized session that uses Internet protocol or a functionally equivalent
technology standard to enable an end-user to initiate or receive a call from the public switched
network.”4 The Proposed Rule at Subsection (1)(b) states:
For purposes of applying the statutory definition of “access line,” the “functional
equivalent of a circuit-switched connection from an end-user to the public
switched network” means equipment or technology that allows an end-user to
place or receive a real-time voice communication.
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Utah Code § 54-8b-15 (effective July 1, 2017).
Utah Code § 54-8b-2 (effective July 1, 2017).
Utah Code § 54-8b-15 (effective July 1, 2017).
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The proposed rule as written is open to differing interpretations that could cause similarly
situated providers to charge similarly situated customers different amounts. For example, AT&T
states correctly that the Proposed Rule leaves open many questions that should be addressed
including, “Which lines (as defined by billing address or otherwise) are assessable?” and “How
should multiline business service lines be counted?”5 Likewise, CTIA has valid concerns that a
“per-line or per-connection charge may treat unfairly different connections that have very
different values.” For instance, CTIA states that a large business may “buy a single highcapacity data line, over which it could easily support hundreds of voice lines.”6
To avoid such confusion, the Commission should count access lines, or the functional
equivalent of access lines, based on the number of concurrent real-time voice communication
call sessions that an end-user can place to (outbound) or receive from (inbound) the public
switched network. This method of counting access lines should be employed for residential and
business customers, including those customers with multiline services, and the surcharge should
be applied to the maximum number of provisioned call paths. Such a system in which the
Commission counts access lines based upon the number of concurrent real-time voice
communication calls that can be placed or received is consistent with the definition of “access
line” in Utah Code Subsection 54-8b-2(1) and the definition of “connection” in Subsection 548b-15(1)(c).7
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Comments of AT&T Companies in Response to Notice of Rulemaking, July 3, 2017 (“AT&T Comments to
Notice”) at 2, 10.
Comments of CTIA – The Wireless Association in Response to Notice of Rulemaking, July 3, 2017
(“CTIA Comments to Notice”) at 7.
See Comments of Comcast Phone of Utah, LLC in Response to Notice of Rulemaking, July 3, 2017
(“Comcast Comments to Notice”) at 3. Comcast asserts that the maximum number of surcharges an enduser may be assessed should not exceed the number of outbound or inbound calls that can be made
simultaneously from voice channels activated and enabled. Id. at 3-4.
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The proposed rule is also written too broadly, purporting to require the Commission to
exceed its jurisdiction. Comcast agrees with AT&T, that the Proposed Rule definition of “access
line” should refer to “services” and not “equipment or technology” because the Commission
does not have jurisdiction to assess equipment or technology.8 Comcast further agrees with
AT&T that the Commission has jurisdiction to assess interconnected VoIP services, but not the
non-interconnected VoIP services, and that the Proposed Rule should be clarified to ensure that
end users are not assessed for state USF contributions in more than one state.9 Accordingly, as
AT&T recommends, the Commission should change the Proposed Rule to provide clear
guidance on how to assess services for which the Commission has jurisdiction.10
By providing clarity upfront, the Commission will better allow the Division of Public
Utilities to carry out its responsibility to implement the UUSF surcharge. CTIA and AT&T have
concerns that are similar to the concerns of Comcast with regard to the Proposed Rule placing
limitations on a provider’s offerings or a customer’s choice and Comcast urges the Commission
to consider removing such limitations.11
Until the Commission provides more clarity, there is a risk that providers will not be
counting access lines the same way. Regulators often provide guidance on how to count access
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AT&T Comments to Notice at 3. See also Comments of Utah Rural Telecom Association (“URTA”) in
Response to Notice of Rulemaking, July 3, 2017 at 2.
AT&T Comments to Notice at 3-4, 6-7. AT&T recommends and Comcast agrees that for interconnected
VoIP and mobile wireless services, the location for assessment purposes should be the place of primary use
(“PPU”) as defined by the Mobile Telecommunications Sourcing Act (“MTSA”). PPU means “the street
address representative of where the customer’s use of the mobile telecommunications service primarily
occurs, which must be: (A) the residential street address or primary business street address of the customer;
and (B) within the licensed service area of the home service provider.” This is consistent with Senate Bill
130, which requires compliance with the MTSA. Id. at 8. This is also consistent with Utah Code § 69-2402, Emergency service charge. See also CTIA Comments to Notice at 10-11.
AT&T Comments to Notice at 4-5.
Both AT&T and CTIA argue that providers should not be required to collect the UUSF surcharge “as a
separate charge” that is not included in the provider’s rates because the provider may choose to offer allinclusive, single-rate plans. The provider should be able to choose to pay the per-line assessment on behalf
of their end user customers without a separate UUSF charge. AT&T Comments to Notice at 10; CTIA
Comments to Notice at 6-7. Comcast agrees that the Commission should not adopt such a requirement.
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lines, such as the Federal Communications Commission (“FCC”) in its Form 477 Instructions
explains how to count service lines and which lines to report on the FCC Form 477. Not only
will clear rules for counting access lines provide clarity to contributors and help ensure that the
UUSF contribution system is competitively neutral and administratively efficient, the
Commission should clarify its Proposed Rule as a step toward minimizing opportunities for
regulatory arbitrage.
III.

THE COMMISSION SHOULD ALLOW SUFFICIENT TIME TO DEVELOP
THE RECORD AND FULLY CONSIDER CHANGES TO PROPOSED RULE
The record developed in response to the Notice of Rulemaking supports the

Commission’s decision to delay the effective date of any rule to implement a per-connection
surcharge as the UUSF funding mechanism until January 1, 2018. Some commenters urge the
Commission to delay the effective date of the rule until after January 1, 2018. This will allow
the Commission to review the comments covering numerous complex issues, develop the record,
fully consider changes to the Proposed Rule, and allow providers to make necessary
administrative changes.
Both AT&T and CTIA discuss the anticipated administrative burdens, arguing that
carriers need sufficient time to provide notice to customers and make modifications to their
billing systems. AT&T states that ideally, the Commission would make the new rule effective
on January 1, 2018 or later.12 CTIA points out that Senate Bill 130 requires the rulemaking to be
completed by January 1, 2018, but does not impose a deadline for the effective date of the new
rule. As such, CTIA argues that implementation of any per-connection surcharge should not
occur until the beginning of a fiscal year or quarter that is at least 120 days after publication of
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AT&T Comments to Notice at 13.
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the final rule.13 Comcast agrees with AT&T and CTIA, that a sufficient amount of time is
necessary in order to provide customer notice and modify accounting and reporting practices,
training materials and billing systems.
IV.

CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, Comcast urges the Commission to clarify the Proposed Rule

and provide guidelines to ensure that the UUSF surcharge is assessed in an equitable manner for
all consumers and businesses, that the Proposed Rule encourages business development, and that
the effective date of the final rule allows the providers sufficient time for customer notice and
modification of existing systems.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 2nd day of August, 2017.
COMCAST PHONE OF UTAH, LLC
/s/ Sharon M. Bertelsen
Sharon M. Bertelsen
Jerold G. Oldroyd
BALLARD SPAHR LLP
One Utah Center, Suite 800
201 South Main Street
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111-2221
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CTIA Comments to Notice at 15-16.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that on August 2, 2017, a true and correct copy of the foregoing Reply
Comments of Comcast Phone of Utah, LLC in response to the Notice of Rulemaking in Docket
No. 17-R360-01 was delivered to the following by electronic mail:
Gary L. Widerburg
Commission Administrator
Public Service Commission of Utah
psc@utah.gov
Bob Kraut (bob@atcnet.net)
Albion Telephone Company, Inc.
Jenny Prescott (jenny.prescott@allwest.com)
All West Utah, Inc.
Janet McFarland (j.mcfarland@centracom.com)
Bear Lake Communications
Jake Warner (jakew@beehive.net)
Beehive Telephone Company
Brock Johansen (bjohansen@emerytelecom.com)
Carbon-Emery Telecom Inc.
Blake Madsen (bmad@cut.net)
Central Utah Telephone
Skyline Telecom
Kirk Lee (kirk.lee@ftr.com)
Citizens Telecommunications Company of Utah
Diane Bradshaw (diane@directcom.com)
Direct Communications Cedar Valley, LLC
Jake Frandsen (jfrandsen@emerytelcom.com)
Emery Telephone
Douglas G. Pace (dpace@ftitel.net)
Farmers Telephone Company, Inc.
Kent Sanders (kent@gtelco.net)
Gunnison Telephone Company
Darren Woolsey (dwoolsey@emerytelcom.com)
Hanksville Telecom, Inc.
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Dallas Cox (dallasc@mail.manti.com)
Manti Telephone Company
Barbara Saunders (west.consumer.relations@czn.com)
Navajo Communications Company, Inc.
James Farr (james.farr@centurylink.com)
Qwest Communication, QC dba CenturyLink QC
Alan Torgersen (alant@socen.com)
South Central Utah Telephone Association, Inc.
Jerilyn Hyder (jhyder@stratanetworks.com)
UBTA-UBET Communications, Inc.
James Woody (jwoody@union-tel.com)
Union Telephone Company
Brett N. Anderson (bretta@blackburn-stoll.com)
Benjamin J. Aron (baron@ctia.org)
Vicki Baldwin (vbaldwin@parsonsbehle.com)
Larry Bowman (larry.bowman@charter.com)
(cflregulatory@chartercom.com)
Lance Brimhall (lbrimhall@jive.com)
Brian W. Burnett (bburnett@kmclaw.com)
Eddie L. Cox (ecox@cut.net)
Matthew DeTura (mdetura@ctia.org)
Gary A. Dodge (gdodge@hjdlaw.com)
William J. Evans (bevans@parsonsbehle.com)
Amy Gross (agross@tminc.com)
Alan Haslem (ahaslem@mleainc.com)
Bill Hunt (williamp.hunt@dish.com)
David R. Irvine (drirvine@aol.com)
Kristin L. Jacobson (kristin.l.jacobson@sprint.com)
Jasen Lee (jlee@desnews.com)
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Jennifer H. Martin (jhmartin@stoel.com)
Steve Mecham (sfmecham@gmail.com)
Sharon Mullin (slmullin@att.com)
Thorvald Nelson (tnelson@hollandhart.com)
Janice Ono (Janice.ono@att.com)
Sheila Page (spage@utah.gov)
Pam Pittenger (pam.pittenger@ftr.com)
Bruce Rigby (info@ucmc-usa.com)
Gary Sackett (gsackett@joneswaldo.com)
Kira Slawson (kiram@blackburn-stoll.com)
Alan L. Smith (alanakaed@aol.com)
Ted D. Smith (tsmith@mbmlawyers.com)
Torry R. Somers (torry.r.somers@centurylink.com)
Bruce H. Todd (btodd@stratanetworks.com)
Assistant Utah Attorneys General:
Patricia Schmid (pschmid@utah.gov)
Justin Jetter (jjetter@utah.gov)
Steven Snarr (stevensnarr@agutah.gov)
Robert Moore (rmoore@utah.gov)
Division of Public Utilities:
Chris Parker (chrisparker@utah.gov)
William Duncan (wduncan@utah.gov)
Erika Tedder (etedder@utah.gov)
Office of Consumer Services:
Michele Beck (mbeck@utah.gov)

/s/ Sharon M. Bertelsen

DMWEST #16847380
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